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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a fictitious domain approach based on a Nitsche type
method without penalty. To allow for high order approximation using piecewise affine
approximation of the geometry we use a boundary value correction technique based on
Taylor expansion from the approximate to the physical boundary. To ensure stability of
the method a ghost penalty stabilization is considered in the boundary zone. We prove
optimal error estimates in the H1-norm and estimates suboptimal by Oph 12 q in the L2-
norm. The suboptimality is due to the lack of adjoint consistency of our formulation.
Numerical results are provided to corroborate the theoretical study.
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1 Introduction
Mesh generation is an important challenge in computational mechanics, in fact
for complex geometries this can be highly nontrivial. In some cases for time de-
pendent problems, such as a solid body embedded in a flow, the geometry of the
problem changes each time step imposing conintuous remeshing, at least locally.
The main idea of the fictitious domain method [1, 7, 8, 11–14, 18] is to relax the
constraint that imposes the mesh to fit with the computational domain. In fact the
principle is to embed the computational domain in a mesh that is easy to generate,
without matching the elements with the boundary. In the early developments of
fictitious domain [11], the method was faced with the choice of either integrating
the equations over the whole computational mesh including the nonphysical part
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or only integrate inside the physical domain. In the first case, the method is robust
but inaccurate, the second approach is accurate but can generate bad conditioning
of the system matrix depending on how the boundary crosses the mesh. As a fix
to solve the conditioning problem a boundary penalty term was introduced in [3]
the effect of this term is that it extends the stability in the physical domain to the
whole mesh domain, provided the distance from the mesh boundary to the physical
boundary is Ophq.
Nitsche’s method was first introduced for the weak imposition of the boundary
conditions in [19] and designed to be consistent and preserve the symmetry of the
original problem. The stability of the method relies on a penalty term that needs to
be sufficiently large. In the context of fictitious domain methods Nitsche’s method
can suffer from instability for certain mesh boundary configurations. A solution to
this problem using the ghost penalty approach was suggested in [8, 18].
In [10] a non-symmetric version was proposed where the penalty parameter
only needs to be strictly greater than zero for the stability to be ensured. The pos-
sibility of considering the penalty parameter equal to zero for the non-symmetric
case was suggested in [15], however, coercivity cannot be proved for this non-
symmetric penalty-free method and stability was not established. In [4] the sta-
bility of the nonsymmetric Nitsche’s method without penalty for elliptic problems
was proved, using an inf-sup argument, drawing on earlier work on discontinu-
ous Galerkin methods [16]. Recently the work on penalty free methods has been
extended to compressible and incompressible elasticity in [2]. The penalty-free
method can be seen as a Lagrange multiplier method where the Lagrange multi-
pliers has been replaced by the the boundary fluxes of the discrete elliptic operator.
In multiphysics problems and particularly for fluid-structure interaction the loose
coupling of this method appears to have some advantages that has been observed
numerically in [6].
We consider a cut finite element method (CutFEM) [5] in the fictitious domain
fashion, the implementation of this method often requires an approximation of the
physical domain due to the boundary that can arbitrarily cut through the elements
of the mesh. In this paper we propose a method to control the error introduced by
this approximation of the physical domain. We follow the method that has been
developed in [9] where a piecewise affine approximate geometry was used for the
integration of the equation with a correction based on Taylor expansion from the
approximate to the physical boundary to improve order when higher polynomial
orders are used. In this work we use the penalty-free Nitsche’s method to impose
the boundary conditions. This eliminates one penalty parameter at the price of loss
of symmetry of the algebraic system andOph 12 q suboptimality in the L2-norm. We
believe that the method nevertheless may be of interest, in particular for problems
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that are not symmetric, such as the advection–diffusion equation. We present and
analyse the method in the two-dimensional case, but the results hold also in the
three dimensional case.
We end this section by introducing our model problem. Let Ω be a bounded
domain in R2 with smooth boundary Γ and exterior unit normal n. The Poisson
problem is given by:
´∆u “ f in Ω,
u “ g on Γ,
where f P L2pΩq the given body force and g P H 32 pΩq the boundary condition.
The following regularity estimate holds
}u}Hs`2pΩq À }f}HspΩq , s ě ´1. (1)
In this paper C will be used as a generic positive constant that may change at each
occurrence, we use the notation a À b for a ď Cb. We will also use a „ b to
denote a À b and b À a.
2 Preliminaries
Let tThuh be a family of quasi-uniform and shape regular triangulations. In a
generic sense a node of the triangulation is designated by xi, K denotes a triangle
of Th and F denotes a face of a triangle K. hK “ diampKq is the diameter of
K and h “ maxKPThhK the mesh parameter for a given triangulation Th. PppKq
defines the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to p on the element
K, ΩT is the domain covered by the mesh Th, let us introduce the following finite
element space
V ph “
 
v P H1pΩT q : v|K P PppKq @K P Th
(
.
For simplicity we will write the L2-norm on a domain Θ, } ¨ }L2pΘq as } ¨ }Θ. The
domain Ω is embedded in a mesh Th. Figure 1 gives an example of a simple
configuration. We define ρ as the signed distance function, negative on the inside
and positive on the outside of Ω. The tubular neighbourhood of Γ is defined as
UδpΓq “ tx P R2 : |ρpxq| ă δu. We consider a constant δ0 ą 0 such that
the closest point mapping ppxq : Uδ0pΓq Ñ Γ is well defined and we have the
identity ppxq “ x ´ ρpxqnpppxqq. We suppose that δ0 is chosen small enough
such that ppxq is a bijection. Let the polygonal domain Ωh with boundary Γh,
be a domain approximating Ω. For simplicity we will assume that the discrete
domain is defined by the zero levelset of the nodal interpolant of ρ on V 1h . Then
on a triangle K cut by the boundary, Γh restricted to K is a straight line. The
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Ω
Figure 1. Domain Ω embedded in a background mesh Th.
discrete normal nh denotes the exterior unit normal to Γh. Observe that nh is
constant on Γh|K . We define phpx, ςq “ x ` ςnhpxq, the function %h is defined
by %h : Γh ÝÑ R such that phpx, %hpxqq P Γ for all x P Γh, for simplicity let
phpxq “ phpx, %hpxqq. Observe that %h is well defined for h small enough (see
[9]). We assume that phpx, ςq P Uδ0pΩq for all x P Γh and all ς between 0 and
%hpxq. By our definition of Ωh we have
δh “ }%h}L8pΓhq “ Oph2q. (2)
Let ω be a subset of ΩT , we define
Khpωq “
 
K P Th |K X ω ‰ H
(
, Nhpωq “ YKPKhpωqK,
and the norm
}v}Nhpωq “
¨˝ ÿ
KPKhpωq
}v}2K‚˛
1
2
.
We will use the notations
Kh “ KhpΩYΩhq,
KΓ “ KhpΓq YKhpΓhq,
Nh “ NhpΩYΩhq.
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We now recall the following trace inequalities for v P H1pNhq
}v}BK À ph´
1
2
K }v}K ` h
1
2
K}∇v}Kq @K P Kh, (3)
}v}KXΓ À ph´
1
2
K }v}K ` h
1
2
K}∇v}Kq @K P Kh. (4)
Inequality (4) has been shown in [13], we note that this is also true if we consider
Γh instead of Γ. For vh P V ph the following inverse estimate holds
}∇vh}K À h´1K }vh}K @K P Kh. (5)
The following inequality has been shown in [9] for all v P H1pΩhq
}v}2ΩhzΩ À δ2h}∇v ¨ n}2ΩhzΩ ` δh}v}2Γh . (6)
The ghost penalty [3] is introduced to ensure the well conditioning of the system
matrix, it also provides the control of the gradient in case of small cut elements
Jhpuh, vhq “ γg
ÿ
FPFG
pÿ
l“1
h2l´1xJDlnF uhKF , JDlnF vhKF yF ,
with FG “ tF P KΓ | F X pΩYΩhq ‰ Hu , γg the ghost penalty parameter and
nF the unit normal to the face F with fixed but arbitrary orientation. DlnF is
the partial derivative of order l in the direction nF and JwKF “ w`F ´ w´F , with
w˘F “ limsÑ0`wpx ¯ snF q is the jump across a face F . The following estimate
has been shown in [18] for all vh P V ph
}∇vh}2Nh À }∇vh}2Ωh ` Jhpvh, vhq À }∇vh}2Nh . (7)
We now construct an interpolation operator pih. Let E be an Hs-extension on Nh,
E : HspΩq Ñ HspNhq such that for all w P pEwq|Ω “ w and
}Ew}HspNhq À }w}HspΩq @w P HspΩq, s ě 0. (8)
For simplicity we will write w instead of Ew. Let pih˚ : HspNhq Ñ V ph be the
Lagrange interpolant, we construct the interpolation operator pih such that
pihu “ pih˚Eu. (9)
We have the interpolation estimate for 0 ď r ď s ď p` 1,
}u´ pih˚u}HrpKq À hs´r |u|HspKq @K P Kh. (10)
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Using the estimate (8) together with (10) we have
}u´ pihu}HrpNhq À hs´r |u|HspΩq . (11)
Let us introduce the norms
~w~2h “ }∇w}2Ωh ` h´1}w}2Γh ` Jhpw,wq,
}w}2˚ “ ~w~2h ` h}∇w ¨ nh}2Γh ` h´1}T1,kpwq}2Γh ,
with the Taylor expansion defined such that
Tm,kpuqpxq “
kÿ
i“m
Dinhupxq
i!
%ihpxq, (12)
Dinh is the derivative of order i in the direction nh. Using the estimate (11) com-
bined with the trace inequality (3) it is straightforward to show
~u´ pihu~h ď }u´ pihu}˚ À hp |u|Hp`1pΩq . (13)
3 Finite element formulation
Here we use the boundary value correction approach from [9], we write the exten-
sions of f and u respectively as f “ Ef and u “ Eu.
pf, vqΩh “ pf ` ∆u, vqΩh ´ p∆u, vqΩh
“ pf ` ∆u, vqΩhzΩ ` p∇u,∇vqΩh ´ x∇u ¨ nh, vyΓh .
We know that f ` ∆u “ 0 on Ω. On ΩhzΩ we have f ` ∆u “ Ef ` ∆Eu ‰ 0.
Let us enforce weakly the boundary condition u “ g on Γ by adding a consistent
boundary term
pf, vqΩh “ pf ` ∆u, vqΩhzΩ ` p∇u,∇vqΩh´x∇u ¨ nh, vyΓh
` x∇v ¨ nh, u ˝ ph ´ g ˝ phyΓh .
Remark that this is equivalent to the penalty-free Nitsche’s method [2,4]. However,
we cannot access u˝ph, so we use a Taylor approximation in the direction nh (12)
u ˝ phpxq « T0,kpuqpxq. (14)
We note that in (12) we could replace nh by n ˝ p and %h by % if these quantities
were available (as mentioned in [9]). Adding and subtracting the Taylor expansion
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in the Nitsche antisymmetric term and rearranging we obtain
p∇u,∇vqΩh ´ x∇u ¨ nh, vyΓh ` x∇v ¨ nh, T0,kpuqyΓh ` pf ` ∆u, vqΩhzΩ
` x∇v ¨ nh, u ˝ ph ´ T0,kpuqyΓh “ pf, vqΩh ` x∇v ¨ nh, g ˝ phyΓh .
(15)
The discrete formulation is obtained by dropping the terms pf ` ∆u, vqΩhzΩ andx∇v ¨ nh, u ˝ ph ´ T0,kpuqyΓh . Find uh P V ph
Ahpuh, vhq ` Jhpuh, vhq “ Lhpvhq @vh P V ph , (16)
with the linear forms
Ahpuh, vhq “ p∇uh,∇vhqΩh ´ x∇uh ¨ nh, vhyΓh ` x∇vh ¨ nh, T0,kpuhqyΓh ,
Lhpvhq “ pf, vhqΩh ` x∇vh ¨ nh, g ˝ phyΓh .
Using the definition of the Taylor expansion, the bilinear form Ah can be written
as
Ahpuh, vhq “ p∇uh,∇vhqΩh ´ x∇uh ¨ nh, vhyΓh`x∇vh ¨ nh, uhyΓh
` x∇vh ¨ nh, T1,kpuhqyΓh .
The terms that has been dropped in the discrete formulation are defined as
Bhpu, vhq “ pf ` ∆u, vhqΩhzΩ ` x∇vh ¨ nh, u ˝ ph ´ T0,kpuqyΓh @vh P V ph .
In Section 4 we show an inf-sup condition for the discrete formulation (16). In
Section 5 the high order terms of Bhpu, vhq are treated. Section 6 presents the
error estimates.
4 Inf-sup condition on Ωh
We assume that Ωh is defined by the zero level set of the nodal interpolant Ihρ of
the distance function ρ. We also assume that h is small enough so that a band of
elements in KhpΓhq is in the tubular Uδ0pΓq and that in every K P KhpΓhq there
holds
}ρ´ Ihρ}L8pKq ` h}∇pρ´ Ihρq}L8pKq ď cρh
where the constant cρ only depends on the regularity of the interface and, since ρ
is a distance function, for x P KhpΓhq we have
1 ď |∇ρpxq| ď C1, (17)
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with C1 ą 1 a constant of order 1. We now introduce boundary patches that will
be useful for the upcoming inf-sup analysis. Let us consider the set KhpΓhq and
split it into Np smaller disjoint sets of elements Kj with j “ 1, . . . , Np, then we
define
Pj “ Kj Y tK P Th : K XΩh ‰ H, DK 1 P Kj such that K XK 1 ‰ Hu.
This means that Pj consists of the elements on Kj and its neighbours that intersect
Ωh (we assume here that the mesh is truncated beyond KhpΓhq so that there are
no exterior neighbours, otherwise it is straightforward to handle them separately).
Observe that the patches Pj overlap. For each patch Pj we define the faces F 1j and
F 2j where BPj X Γh ‰ H. We define the interior elements of the patch by
Kj˝ :“ tK P KhpΓhq X Pj : K X pF 1j Y F 2j q “ Hu.
Let IPj be the set of vertices txiu in the patch Pj and the cardinality of IPj is NPj .
We define the set of mesh vertices Ij that are in the interior of the patch Pj or on
the outer boundary,
Ij “
 
xi P K : K P Kj˝
(
,
Figure 2 shows an example of a patch. Let Γj “ Γh X Kj denote the part of
the boundary included in the patch Pj , for all j, the patch Pj has the following
properties
meas1pΓjq „ h and meas2pPjq „ h2. (18)
In (18) we can control the constant in both relations by choosing the patches to
contain more elements (but uniformly under refinement).
The function vΓ is defined such that vΓ “ řNpj“1 vj , for each patch Pj , the
function vj has the form vj “ ζϕ˜j with ζ P R. Let ϕ˜j P V 1h be defined for each
node xi P Th such that
ϕ˜jpxiq “
#
0 for xi P IPjzIj
´ρpxiq for xi P Ij ,
with i “ 1, . . . , NPj . By the Poincaré inequality on a patch Pj the following
inequality holds
}vj}Pj À h}∇vj}Pj . (19)
Lemma 4.1. For every patch Pj with 1 ď j ď Np ; @rj P R there exists vj P V ph
such that
measpΓjq´1
ż
Γj
∇vj ¨ nh ds “ rj , (20)
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K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
Figure 2. Example of a patch Pj , in this case K3 Y K4 Y K5 “ Kj “ Kj˝ , ϕ˜j is
equal to zero on the nonfilled nodes.
and the following property holds
}∇vj}Pj À }h
1
2 rj}Γj . (21)
Proof. The functions vj and ϕ˜j are defined as previously described, let
Ξj “ measpΓjq´1
ż
Γj
∇ϕ˜j ¨ nh ds.
We will first prove that for shape regular meshes, Ξj is strictly negative and bounded
away from zero uniformly in h, provided the hidden constant of the upper bound
in (18) is chosen large enough. Let K1, . . . ,Km be the triangles crossed by Γh
within a patch Pj , the numbering of the crossed elements is done in order follow-
ing a path of Γj as in figure 2. The assumption (18) says that the number of these
triangles should be uniformly bounded by some m. We will show that the upper
bound m only depends on the shape regularity of the mesh. The mesh size on
the other hand must be small enough to resolve the boundary. The triangles K1,
K2, Km´1 and Km will have nodes on the boundary of BPi where ϕ˜ “ 0 (on F 1j
or F 2j ). Let us merge K1 and K2 (resp. Km´1 and Km) into one quadrilateral
element K˝1 (resp. K
˝
m). Observe that for the triangles Ki, i “ 3, ...,m ´ 2 there
holds Ki P Kj˝ and with Ih denoting the standard nodal interpolant on piecewise
linear functions,
pnh ¨∇ϕ˜j |Kiq “ |∇Ihρ|Ki |.
On K˝1 and K
˝
m the following upper bound holds trivially
pnh ¨∇ϕ˜j |K˝i q ă |∇ϕ˜j |K˝i |, i “ 1,m.
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Consider nowż
ΓhXPj
∇ϕ˜j ¨ nh ds “
mÿ
i“1
ż
ΓjXKi
∇ϕ˜j ¨ nh ds “ T ˝1 ` T ˝m `
m´2ÿ
i“3
Ti.
For i P t3, . . . ,m´ 2u using (17) we have
Ti “ |∇pihρ|Ki |measpΓj XKiq ě measpΓj XKiqp1´ |∇p1´ Ihqρ|Ki |q
ě p1´ cρhqmeaspΓj XKiq.
For i P t1,mu we have
T ˝i ď h
1
2 }∇ϕ˜j}FjXK˝i ď }∇ϕ˜j}K˝i ď Cih´1}ϕ˜j}K˝i ď Cih´1{2}Ihρ}BK˝i XBKj˝
ď Cih´1{2p}ρ}BK˝i XBKj˝ ` }ρ´ Ihρ}BK˝i XBKj˝ q ď cBh.
The right hand side of these two inequalities depend only on the shape regularity
of the mesh. Hence, using that measpΓXKj˝ q ě measpΓjq ´ 2h
measpΓjq´1
mÿ
i“1
ż
ΓjXKi
∇ϕ˜j ¨ nh ds
ě p1´ cρhqp1´ 2hmeaspΓjq´1q ´ 2cBhmeaspΓjq´1.
Assume now that h is sufficiently small so that p1´ cρhq ą 12 then
measpΓjq´1
mÿ
i“1
ż
ΓjXKi
∇ϕ˜j ¨ nh ds ě 12 ´ p2cB ` 1qhmeaspΓjq
´1.
If the lower constant of the left relation of (18) is larger than 4p2cB ` 1q we may
conclude that
Ξj “ measpΓjq´1
mÿ
i“1
ż
ΓjXKi
∇ϕ˜j ¨ nh ds ě 14 ,
which shows the uniform lower bound. Note that the constant cB only depends on
the curvature of the boundary and the mesh geometry. Thanks to this lower bound
we may define the normalised function ϕj by
ϕj “ Ξ´1j ϕ˜j .
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By definition there holds
measpΓjq´1
ż
Γj
∇ϕj ¨ nh ds “ 1, (22)
and
}∇ϕj}Pj “ Ξ´1j }∇ϕ˜j}Pj . (23)
The right hand side can be bounded as follows
}∇ϕ˜j}Pj ď }∇ϕ˜j}Kj˝ ` }∇ϕ˜j}PjzKj˝ “ T1 ` T2,
T1 ď }∇ppihρ´ ρq}Kj˝ ` }∇ρ}Kj˝ ď Ch
1
2 measpΓjq 12 ,
T2 ď Cih´1}ϕ˜j}PizKj˝ ď Ch´1{2}Ihρ}BKj˝
ď Ch´1{2p}ρ}BKj˝ ` }Ihρ´ ρ}BKj˝ q ď Ch
1
2 measpΓjq 12 .
We conclude that
}∇ϕj}Pj ď Ch
1
2 measpΓjq. (24)
Let vj “ rjϕj , then condition (20) is verified considering (22). The upper bound
(21) is obtained using (24), (18) and
}∇vj}Pj “ |rj |}∇ϕj}Pj À measpΓjq
1
2 |rj |h 12 “ }h 12 rj}Γj .
Lemma 4.2. For uh, vh P V ph with vh “ uh`αvΓ, there exists a positive constant
β0 such that the following inequality holds
β0~uh~2h ď Ahpuh, vhq ` Jhpuh, vhq.
Proof. Using (7) it is straightforward to obtain
pAh ` Jhqpuh, uhq “ p∇uh,∇uhqΩh ` x∇uh ¨ nh, T1,kpuhqyΓh ` Jhpuh, uhq
Á }∇uh}2Nh ` x∇uh ¨ nh, T1,kpuhqyΓh .
We bound the second term using the trace inequality (4), inverse inequality (5) and
(2)
x∇uh ¨ nh, T1,kpuhqyΓh ď }∇uh ¨ nh}Γh}T1,kpuhq}Γh
À h´1}∇uh}NhpΓhq}T1,kpuhq}NhpΓhq
À γphq}∇uh}2NhpΓhq,
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where γphq “ řki“1 ´ δhh ¯i, note that Opγphqq “ h. Considering vΓ as defined in
Section 2, for the jth patch Pj we get
αpAh ` Jhqpuh, vjq “ αp∇uh,∇vjqPjXΩh ´ αx∇uh ¨ nh, vjyΓj ` αJhpuh, vjq
` αx∇vj ¨ nh, uhyΓj ` αx∇vj ¨ nh, T1,kpuhqyΓj ,
applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality together with (7) we can write
αp∇uh,∇vjqPjXΩh ` αJhpuh, vjq
ď α}∇uh}PjXΩh}∇vj}PjXΩh ` αJhpuh, uhq
1
2Jhpvj , vjq 12 ,
ď }∇uh}2Pj `
Cα2
4
}∇vj}2Pj .
Using the trace inequality (4), the inverse inequality (5) and the inequality (19) we
can write the following
αx∇uh ¨ nh, vjyΓj ď α}∇uh ¨ nh}Γj}vj}Γj À αh´1}∇uh}Pj}vj}Pj
À α}∇uh}Pj}∇vj}Pj ď }∇uh}2Pj `
Cα2
4
}∇vj}2Pj .
Let us consider the average uj “ measpΓjq´1
ş
Γj uh ds. Using Lemma 4.1 and
choosing rj “ h´1uj we get the inequality
}∇vj}Pj À }h´
1
2uj}Γj . (25)
Our choice of rj allows us to write
αx∇vj ¨ nh, uhyΓj “ α}h´
1
2uj}2Γj ` αx∇vj ¨ nh, uh ´ ujyΓj .
It is straightforward to observe
}uh ´ uj}Γj ď Ch}∇uh}Γj , (26)
combining this result with the trace and inverse inequalities, we can show
αx∇vj ¨ nh, uh ´ ujyΓj ď }∇uh}2Pj `
Cα2
4
}∇vj}2Pj .
Using (2) once again
αx∇vj ¨ nh, T1,kpuhqyΓj ď γphq2}∇uh}2Pj `
Cα2
4
}∇vj}2Pj .
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Each term has been bounded, we can now get back to
pAh ` Jhqpuh, vhq ě pC ´ γphqq}∇uh}2Nh ` α
Npÿ
j“1
}h´ 12uj}2Γj
´ 4
Npÿ
j“1
}∇uh}2Pj ´
Cα2

Npÿ
j“1
}∇vj}2Pj ,
using (25) and rearranging, we obtain
pAh ` Jhqpuh, vhq ě pC ´ γphq ´ 4q}∇uh}2Nh ` α
´
1´ Cα

¯ Npÿ
j“1
}h´ 12uj}2Γj .
Using (26), the trace inequality and the inverse inequality we can show
}h´ 12uj}2Γj ě }h´
1
2uh}2Γj ´ C 1}∇uh}2Pj ,
using this result together with (7) we obtain
pAh ` Jhqpuh, vhq ě pC ´ γphq ´ 4´ C 1αq
`}∇uh}2Ωh ` Jhpuh, uhq˘
` α
´
1´ Cα

¯ Npÿ
j“1
}h´ 12uh}2Γj .
It is easy to choose  and α such that the two terms of this expression are positive,
for example, by choosing  “ 116 we obtain α “ minpC´γphq´
1
4
C1 ,
1
16C q.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a positive constant β such that for all function uh P V ph
the following inequality holds
β~uh~h ď sup
vhPV ph
Ahpuh, vhq ` Jhpuh, vhq
~vh~h .
Proof. Considering Lemma 4.2 the only thing to show is ~vh~h À ~uh~h,
~vh~h ď ~uh~h ` ~vΓ~h with ~vΓ~h ď
Npÿ
j“1
~vj~h,
~vj~2h “ }∇vj}2PjXΩh ` }h´
1
2 vj}2Γj ` Jhpvj , vjq.
Using the trace inequality together with (19) and (25) we observe
}h´ 12 vj}2Γj À }∇vj}2Pj À }h´
1
2uj}Γj À }h´
1
2uh}Γj .
We conclude using (7).
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5 Boundary value correction
The goal of this section is bound the two high order terms that has been dropped
in the finite element formulation (16).
Theorem 5.1. Let Bh be the bilinear form as defined in (3) the following holds
@vh P V ph
Bhpu, vhq À ph´ 12 δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt ` δl`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γtq~vh~h.
Proof. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
|Bhpu, vhq| ď }u˝phpxq´T0,kpuqpxq}Γh}∇vh ¨nh}Γh `}f `∆u}ΩhzΩ}vh}ΩhzΩ.
By definition of the Taylor approximation we have
|u ˝ phpxq ´ T0,kpuqpxq| “
ˇˇˇ ż %hpxq
0
Dk`1nh upxpsqqp%hpxq ´ sqk ds
ˇˇˇ
.
Using the Cauchy Schwarz inequality
}u ˝ phpxq ´ T0,kpuqpxq}2Γh ď
ż
Γh
}Dk`1nh u}2Ix}p%hpxq ´ sqk}2Ix ds
ď
ż
Γh
}Dk`1nh u}2Iδh |%hpxq|
2k`1 ds
ď δ2k`1h }Dk`1u}2Uδh pΓhq
ď δ2k`2h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}2Γt ,
where Γt “ tx P Ω : |ρpxq| “ tu is the levelset with distance t to the boundary
Γ, following the approach from [9]. Suppose that
f ` ∆u P H lpUδ0pΩqq,
this property holds if f P H lpΩq by applying (1) and (8). Using ΩhzΩ P UδpΓq
and δ „ δh it follows that
}f ` ∆u}ΩhzΩ À δlh}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}ΩhzΩ À δ
l` 12
h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt ,
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Then we can bound the bilinear form Bh, using }v}ΩhzΩ À δ1{2h ~v~h (deduced
from (6)) the trace and inverse inequalities @vh P V ph
|Bhpu, vhq|
À δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt}∇vh ¨ nh}Γh ` δl`
1
2
h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt}vh}ΩhzΩ
À ph´ 12 δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt ` δl`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γtq~vh~h.
(27)
6 A priori error estimate
The formulation (16) satisfies the following consistency relation (Galerkin orthog-
onality).
Lemma 6.1. Let uh P V ph be the solution of (16) and u P H2pNhq be the solution
of (1), then
Ahpu´ uh, vhq ´ Jhpuh, vhq `Bhpu, vhq “ 0 , @vh P V ph .
Proof. Subtracting (15) and (16) this is straightforward.
Lemma 6.2. Let w P H2pNhq ` V ph and vh P V ph there exists a positive constant
M such that
Ahpw, vhq ďM}w}˚~vh~h.
Proof. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, trace inequality and inverse inequal-
ity we have
p∇w,∇vhqΩh ´ x∇w ¨ nh, vhyΓh ` x∇vh ¨ nh, T0,kpwqyΓh
À }∇w}Ωh}∇vh}Ωh ` }∇w ¨ nh}Γh}vh}Γh
` }∇vh}Ωhh´1p}w}Γh ` }T1,kpwq}Γhq.
Using the inf-sup condition from Section 4 and the estimate obtained in Section
5 the error in the triple norm can now be estimated.
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Proposition 6.3. Let u P H2pNhq be the solution of (1) and uh P V ph the solution
of (16), then
~u´ uh~h À hp}u}Hp`1pΩq ` h´
1
2 δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt
` δl`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt .
p hp k h´ 12 δk`1h l δ
l`1
h
1 h1 0 h1.5 0 h2
2 h2 1 h3.5 1 h4
3 h3 2 h5.5 2 h6
4 h4 3 h7.5 3 h8
Table 1. Order of the terms in the estimation of the H1-error depending on p, k and
l, assuming δh “ Oph2q.
Proof. Using the Galerkin orthogonality of Lemma 6.1 we obtain
Ahpuh ´ pihu, vhq ` Jhpuh ´ pihu, vhq
“ Ahpu´ pihu, vhq ´ Jhppihu, vhq ` pf ` ∆u, vhqΩhzΩ
` x∇vh ¨ nh, u ˝ ph ´ T0,kpuqyΓh .
Using this result, Theorem 4.3, the Lemma 6.2 and Jhpu, vhq “ 0 given by the
regularity of u, we can write
β~uh´pihu~h ď Ahpu´ pihu, vhq ´ Jhppihu, vhq `Bhpu, vhq~vh~h
ďM}u´ pihu}˚ ` Jhppihu´ u, pihu´ uq
1
2Jhpvh, vhq 12 `Bhpu, vhq
~vh~h
ď pM ` 1q}u´ pihu}˚ ` Bhpu, vhq~vh~h
Applying the triangle inequality we can write
~u´ uh~h ď ~u´ pihu~h ` ~uh ´ pihu~h
ď ~u´ pihu~h ` 1
β
´
pM ` 1q}u´ pihu}˚ ` Bhpu, vhq~vh~h
¯
,
Using the estimate (13) we conclude applying Theorem 5.1.
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The next proof requires these two inequalities and the assumption δh À h2
}T1,kpu´ uhq}Γh À hp`1}u}Hp`1pΩq ` ph´
3
2 δhqh~u´ uh~h (28)
h
1
2 }∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh}Γh À hp}u}H1pΩq ` ~u´ uh~h, (29)
inequality (28) is proved in [9], (29) can be shown using the trace and inverse
inequalities in the following way
h
1
2 }∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh}Γh À }∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh}N pΓhq ` h}D2pu´ uhq}N pΓhq
À }∇pu´ pihuq ¨ nh}N pΓhq ` h}D2pu´ pihuq}N pΓhq
` }∇puh ´ pihuq ¨ nh}N pΓhq ` h}D2puh ´ pihuq}N pΓhq
À hp}u}H1pΩq ` }∇puh ´ pihuq}N pΓhq
À hp}u}H1pΩq ` }∇pu´ uhq}N pΓhq.
Theorem 6.4. Let u P H2pNhq be the solution of (1) and uh P V ph the solution of
(16), we assume δh À h2 then
}u´ uh}Ωh À hp`
1
2 }u}Hp`1pΩq ` δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt
` h 12 δl`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt .
p hp` 12 k δk`1h l h
1
2 δl`1h
1 h1.5 0 h2 0 h2.5
2 h2.5 1 h4 1 h4.5
3 h3.5 2 h6 2 h6.5
4 h4.5 3 h8 3 h8.5
Table 2. Order of the terms in the estimation of the L2-error depending on p, k and
l, assuming δh “ Oph2q.
Proof. We define the function ψ such that
ψ “
#
u´ uh in Ωh
0 in ΩzΩh.
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Let z satisfy the adjoint problem
´∆z “ ψ in Ω,
z “ 0 on Γ,
z is extended to Uδ0pΩq using the extension operator. In this framework, the fol-
lowing estimates hold
}z}H2pΩq À }ψ}ΩXΩh , (30)
}z}ΩhzΩ À δh}∇z ¨ n}Uδh pΓq, (31)
}z}Γh À δ
1
2
h }∇z ¨ n}Uδh pΓq, (32)
inequalities (31) and (32) has been shown in [9]. Using integration by parts, the
L2-error on Ωh can be written as
}u´uh}Ωh “ pu´ uh, ψ ` ∆zqΩh ´ pu´ uh,∆zqΩh
“ pu´ uh, ψ ` ∆zqΩhzΩ ` p∇pu´ uhq,∇zqΩh ´ xu´ uh,∇z ¨ nhyΓh
“ pu´ uh, ψ ` ∆zqΩhzΩ `Ahpu´ uh, zq ` x∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh, zyΓh
´ 2x∇z ¨ nh, u´ uhyΓh ´ x∇z ¨ nh, T1,kpu´ uhqyΓh .
Using (6), the property of the extension operator (8) and (30), we can write
pu´ uh,ψ ` ∆zqΩhzΩ ď }u´ uh}ΩhzΩ}ψ ` ∆z}ΩhzΩ
ď pδ2h}∇pu´ uhq ¨ n}2ΩhzΩ ` δh}u´ uh}2Γhq
1
2 p}ψ}ΩhzΩ ` }∆z}ΩhzΩq
À pδ2h ` hδhq
1
2~u´ uh~hp}u´ uh}ΩhzΩ ` }z}H2pΩqq
À pδ2h ` hδhq
1
2~u´ uh~h}u´ uh}Ωh .
Using the interpolant defined by (9) we obtain
Ahpu´ uh, zq ď |Ahpu´ uh, z ´ pihzq `Ahpu´ uh, pihzq|,
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (28), (29) and (30) we have
Ahpu´ uh, z ´ pihzq
À p~u´ uh~h ` h 12 }∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh}Γh ` h´
1
2 }T1,kpu´ uhq}Γhq~z ´ pihz~˚
À pp1` h´1δhqh~u´ uh~h ` hp`1}u}H1pΩqq}u´ uh}Ωh .
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The Galerkin orthogonality of Lemma 6.1 allows us to write
Ahpu´ uh, pihzq À |Bhpu, pihzq ` Jhpuh, pihzq|
À |Bhpu, pihzq ` Jhpuh, uhq 12Jhppihz, pihzq 12 |.
From [8] and the properties of z we have
Jhppihz, pihzq 12 “ Jhppihz ´ z, pihz ´ zq 12 À h}z}H2pΩq À h}u´ uh}Ωh ,
we also have the upper bound
Jhpuh, uhq 12 À ~uh´pihu~h`Jhppihu, pihuq 12 À ~uh´pihu~h`hp}u}Hp`1pΩq.
Then using the proof of Proposition 6.3 we have
|Jhpu, pihzq| À
´
hp`1}u}Hp`1pΩq` h
1
2 δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt
` hδl`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt
¯
}u´ uh}Ωh .
Using equation (27) the term Bhpu, pihzq can also be bounded with
|Bhpu, pihzq| À δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt}∇pihz ¨ nh}Γh
` δl` 12h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt}pihz}ΩhzΩ.
Using the global trace inequality }∇z ¨ nh}Γh À }z}H2pΩhq, (8) and (30) we can
write
}∇pihz ¨ nh}Γh ď }∇ppihz ´ zq ¨ nh}Γh ` }∇z ¨ nh}Γh
À h´ 12~pihz ´ z~˚ ` }z}H2pΩhq
À h 12 }z}H2pΩq ` }z}H2pΩhq
À }u´ uh}Ωh .
Using inequalities (8), (30) and (31) we obtain
}pihz}ΩhzΩ ď }pihz ´ z}ΩhzΩ ` }z}ΩhzΩ
ď h2}z}H2pΩq ` δh}∇z}Uδh pΓq
ď h2}u´ uh}Ωh .
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Then we obtain the upper bound
|Bhpu, pihzq| À
´
δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt}∇pihz ¨ nh}Γh
` h2δl` 12h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt}pihz}ΩhzΩ
¯
}u´ uh}Ωh ,
and
Ahpu´ uh, zq À
´
hp`1}u}Hp`1pΩq ` δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt
` h2δl` 12h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt
¯
}u´ uh}Ωh .
Using (32) and (30) and the we have
}z}Γh À δ
1
2
h }∇z ¨ n}Uδh pΓq À δh sup0ďtďδ0
}∇z ¨ n}Γt À δh}z}H2pΩq À δh}u´ uh}Ωh ,
using this result with (29) and (28) we have
|x∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh, zyΓh ´ x∇z ¨ nh, T1,kpu´ uhqyΓh |
ď }∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh}Γh}z}Γh ` }∇z ¨ nh}Γh}T1,kpu´ uhq}Γh
À php}u}H1pΩq ` ~u´ uh~hqh´
1
2 }z}Γh ` }z}H2pΩhq}T1,kpu´ uhq}Γh
À ph´ 32 δhphp`1}u}H1pΩq ` h~u´ uh~hq ` }T1,kpu´ uhq}Γhq}u´ uh}Ωh
À pph´ 12 δhq~u´ uh~h ` hp`1}u}Hp`1pΩqq}u´ uh}Ωh .
Also
|x∇z ¨ nh, u´ uhyΓh | ď }∇z ¨ nh}Γh}u´ uh}Γh
ď }z}H2pΩhqh
1
2~u´ uh~h
ď }u´ uh}Ωhh
1
2~u´ uh~h.
Using δh À h2 we obtain the bound
x∇pu´ uhq ¨ nh, zyΓh ´ x∇z ¨ nh, T1,kpu´ uhqyΓh ´ 2x∇z ¨ nh, u´ uhyΓh
À
´
hp`1}u}Hp`1pΩq ` h
1
2~u´ uh~h
¯
}u´ uh}Ωh
À
´
hp`
1
2 }u}Hp`1pΩq ` δk`1h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dk`1u}Γt
` h 12 δ 12hδ
l` 12
h sup
0ďtďδ0
}Dlnpf ` ∆uq}Γt
¯
}u´ uh}Ωh .
The Theorem follows.
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7 Numerical Results and Discussion
We will consider 3 examples of increasing complexity to corroborate the theo-
retical findings in the previous sections. The exact boundary of the domain Ω
is described using analytical expressions of level set functions whose zero level
set describes the boundary. We first consider a circular domain and a domain
with convex and concave boundaries with zero dirichlet boundary conditions and
then a flower shape domain with non-zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. We will
demonstrate the effect of the boundary value correction terms for polynomial order
2 and 3. In all examples, we set the ghost penalty parameter to γp “ 0.1.
7.1 Reference Solution in Circle with Zero Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
In our first example, we consider a circular domain described by the zero level set
of
φ “ R´ 1
where R “ ax2 ` y2. We investigate the convergence of the numerical solution
to the following analytical solution
upx, yq “ cosppiR
2
2
q,
which we prescribed using
fpx, yq “ pi2R2 cos
ˆ
pi
ˆ
R2
2
˙˙
` 2pi sin
ˆ
pi
ˆ
R2
2
˙˙
.
The solution and the linear approximation of the domain are depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the convergence rates of the numerical solution in the H1 and L2-
norm. The order of convergence is optimal when a Taylor expansion of first order
is used (k “ 1). Adding terms beyond the first order term in the Taylor expansion
does not yield any improvment in the rate of convergence (k ą 1).
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Figure 3. Reference solution u and the cut finite element mesh in the circle geometry.
7.2 Reference Solution in Torus with Zero Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
Next, we consider a domain with convex and concave boundaries given by the zero
level set of the function
φ “ pR´ 0.75q pR´ 0.25q . (33)
We set
f “20
ˆ
4´ 1
R
˙
(34)
and obtain the analytical solution
u “ 20 p0.75´Rq pR´ 0.25q . (35)
as shown in Figure 5. The convergence rates shown in Figure 6 are optimal for
p “ 2, p “ 3 when a first order Taylor expansion is used in the boundary value
correction terms.
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Figure 4. Convergence rates for the first reference solution in the circle in the H1
norm for p “ 2, (b), p “ 3 for Taylor expansions of order k “ 0, 1, 2 and in the L2
norm for (c) p “ 2,(d) p “ 3.
7.3 Reference Solution in Flower Shape with Non-Zero Dirichlet Boundary
Conditions
In our final example, we consider a flower like shaped domain [17] defined by
φ “ pR2 ´ rθqpR2 ´ p1.0{6.0q2q (36)
with rθ “ r0` 0.1 sinpωθq, r0 “ 1{2, ω “ 8 and θ “ arctanpx{yq. We investigate
the convergence rates of our numerical solution with respect to
u “ cos
´
pi
x
2
¯
cos
´
pi
y
2
¯
(37)
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Figure 5. Reference solution u in a torus-like shaped geometry and the cut finite
element mesh of the domain.
f “ pi
2
2
cos
´
pi
x
2
¯
cos
´
pi
y
2
¯
(38)
The reference solution and the cut mesh are shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the
convergence rate for p “ 2 and p “ 3.
7.4 3D Solution in an Ellipsoid
We compute the reference solution
u “ cosppi rˆ
2
2
q (39)
with
rˆ “
d
x2
p3.0{4.0q2 `
y2
p1.0{2.0q2 `
z2
p1.0{2.0q2 (40)
in a 3D ellipsoid given by the function
φ “ rˆ ´ 1. (41)
Figure 9 shows the solution in the ellipsoid and Figure 10 shows the convergence
for the solution for p “ 2 and k “ 1 demonstrating the optimal convergence rate
of the numerical solution as predicted by the estimates of the previous section.
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Figure 6. Convergence rates for the reference solution in the domain including con-
vex and concave boundaries in the H1 norm for (a) p “ 2, (b), p “ 3 for Taylor
expansions of order k “ 0, 1, 2 and in the L2 norm for (c) p “ 2,(d) p “ 3.
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